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EDITOR’S RANT
We live in a time where ground-breaking advancements occur so
regularly that it becomes necessary to take major changes in your
stride, simply in the pursuit of keeping up.
While it has a ways to go before proving itself a game-changer, the
onset of crowd-funding laws in Australia may be the next evolutionary
innovation heralding a new era for the incumbent institutions; the Uber
of banking.
There are the necessary hoops through which to jump, such as a
formal Expressions of Interest campaign and dedicated marketing;
media won’t drive every new crowd-funding exercise. But these checks
and balances actually aid the process, by formalising involvement and
potentially weeding out the frivolous.
In March Australia’s first pub backed by small stakeholders from the
general public opened, in Victoria. The goal to raise $700k was eclipsed
by the level of interest, with $1.2m pledged.
It may be that this new opportunity – which has been gaining
momentum and success in the UK for a couple of years now – may
prove to be another fad that doesn’t catch on in Australia. The strong
results in Britain are likely influenced by the British public’s endearment
to the local pub and an emotive reaction to the cumulative effect of
the 20-30 pubs closing in the UK each week.
But, it could also become a powerful alternative for a lot of
community-minded Aussie pubs, providing multiple benefits. The core
notion may be fundraising, but the exercise of garnering ownership by
everyday people, presumably mostly locals, has the additional benefits
of both creating ‘intrinsic loyalty’ (as suggested by The Sporting Group
about their new venue) and gauging local interest in the project,
whether it be an extension, renovation or entirely new build.
Also rocking the world of pubs this month was the news that the
indomitable Justin Hemmes is going after his long-time lawyer over
the deal that nearly cost him the keys to his immensely successful
Coogee Palace, and his $17m investment into it. The ramifications and
implications for those buying and selling pubs could be significant,
albeit juggling more zeros than most.
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TRADE FEATURE

TAPPING IN AND TRADING UP
Darlinghurst’s The Taphouse is boldly going
beyond its sterling reputation for beer quality
and looking to the top shelf for first-pour.
Adam LeLievre looks at premiumisation in pubs.
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You walk into a bar and ask for the house whiskey, neat –
what do you expect?
Starward, from Melbourne. Naturally.
What about a Bourbon?
Baldwin’s Premium, from Canberra, of course.
This type of pour is business as usual at Darlinghurst’s The
Taphouse – a Sydney craft beer institution for almost a decade
that showcases more than 400 beers a year across three bars
and 60 taps.
New owners and brothers, James and Josh Thorpe, have
reimagined and expanded the pub’s offer with a focus on local,
independent spirits and natural wines. Gone! they say, are the
pub mainstays of basic international spirits and ‘gawky’ wines.
In their place: the best and brightest of Australia’s bourgeoning
local spirit and natural wine industry (and of course 60 taps of
local, independent beers and ciders).
“What we are undertaking is an experiment in ownership; and
I say experiment because it has never to my knowledge been
done before in a pub,” proclaims James.
“I love the fact that if you order a gin and tonic, you get Poor
Tom’s Sydney Dry from Marrickville. Vodka … Archie Rose in
Rosebery. Our spiced rum comes from Melbourne and tastes
like Christmas pudding, and our wine list showcases some of
the best natural wines from epic Australian winemakers, like
Vanguardist and Walsh & Sons.”
The experiment stems from philosophical views of putting
local business first, and James acknowledges that the proof
will be in the pudding when it comes to their success.

Something on the side of the brothers Thorpe is
‘premiumisation’, but more on that later. Whether this was in
mind or not, the brothers have embraced the fact that punters
are looking for something more, and they are delivering by
showcasing premium products – with the added twist and
interest of being made locally.
“I’m really excited about what we are creating.
“Our open-air rooftop has undergone a transformation into
a garden, featuring Australian native flora and spotted gum
fixtures. Our new head chef has designed an exciting menu
that uses beer in the food; Balter XPA-battered fish tacos are
a particular favourite! Our new happy hour includes indie
fav’s like Stone & Wood, Balter and Young Henrys. And we’re
about to start construction on a concept bar dedicated to wild
fermented beer, wine and cheese, which we hope to have
open in late Winter.
“Overall, the whole idea is to give our patrons a completely
unique experience.”

Premiumisation Nation
The Taphouse’s approach and commitment to product
differentiation through top-shelf local spirits is consistent with
the ‘premiumisation’ market shift.
A quick online search of the term will uncover scores of
articles from around the world on how the trend is changing
what beverages people choose to consume, and how they
consume them.
Producers and publicans alike will vouch that the trend has
now well and truly caught on in Australia, and that top shelf
April 2018 PubTIC | 7
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– or top quality – is the go-to for a growing crowd of savvy
drinkers.
Maybe The Taphouse is on to something?
To test the idea of premiumisation (and talk Scotch, of
course) PubTIC caught up with Diageo Australia’s marketing
innovation director, Adam Ballesty, who says premiumisation
is fuelling growth, as consumers move towards drinking better
quality spirits when they choose to drink.
“The Scotch category has grown to become the largest
category in glass spirits, and is primed to spearhead this trend
given the rich stories, heritage and premium quality liquids on
offer.”
Johnnie Walker is, of course, a behemoth in the Scotch
category, and remains market leader, but Diageo notes the
category is fragmenting with the rise of smaller boutique
single malts and craft whiskies. The type of brands served at
The Taphouse.
“These smaller brands are definitely reframing what makes
a popular and quality choice of Scotch whisky, particularly
among bartenders who seek out the unusual or niche.
“The beauty of the Scotch category and the whisk(e)
y category in general is the sheer diversity and quality
we’re seeing coming through. It all contributes to drinkers
embracing Scotch and being eager to learn more, and that’s a
great thing for us.
“We’re now seeing people come into the Scotch category at
a more premium level, in fact, it’s our Johnnie Walker Black
Label that’s driving much of our brand and category growth.”

Scotch Stats
In terms of share of the spirits category, Scotch accounts for 22.6 per cent of the full strength bottled
spirits category. Remarkable, considering this doesn’t include other whiskies (Irish Whiskey, Bourbon)
and all the other spirits categories.
In 2017 single malt Scotch grew by more than 18 per cent, meaning Australians spent an additional
$10 million on the segment. In line with the trend towards premium and luxury, it’s in the higher price
segments where the most growth is being seen.
‘Premium’ – up 3.3 per cent in value, 1.7 per cent in volume
‘Super Premium’ – up 12.7 per cent in value and 14.7 per cent in volume
*Statistics provided by Diageo
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AUSTRALIA’S MOST POPULAR
SPORT IN PUBS AND CLUBS
- ISN’T WHAT YOU MIGHT EXPECT
You’d be easily forgiven for thinking cricket was the sport
Australians care about the most, based on the events of the
last few weeks involving the ball tampering scandal. But there’s
one emerging sport that every pub and club in Australia
should have on their radar, based on its booming popularity
amongst punters.
Basketball.
“Basketball, as a whole, now ranks as the top sport covered
according to turnover,” says TAB media manager, Glenn
Munsie.
The NBA Playoffs start this month, and the TAB confirms
basketball has continued its rise and remains the most popular
sporting category amongst punters in Australia.
“The top holding sports, in order, are Basketball, Soccer, Rugby
League, AFL and Tennis. NBA as an individual sport, holds
more than sports such as NFL and Rugby Union.”
Live sports betting has boomed over the past decade and
sports fans love doing it in venues – not only because of the
social experience and access to immediate returns, but also
because it’s one of the rare opportunities they get at ‘in-play’
wagering.
“Turnover via retail outlets is more popular in-play because
of legislation here in Australia only permitting that form of

Lebron James

wagering, along with phone betting, once the game has
started,” says Munsie.
“Venues where the matches are shown are very popular
because they combine the live action with easy access to
betting during the match.”
Interest in the NBA has grown at a rapid rate, thanks to the
accessibility of games across television, online streams
and social media, combined with the growing influence of
Australian players who are having more of an impact in the
league.
Luc Longley was the first Aussie to feature in the NBA, 27
years ago, and he’s been followed by a steady stream of
compatriots.
Steph Curry
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There are a record eight Australians currently active in the
league including Joe Ingles, Patty Mills, and of course the
raging hot favourite for rookie of the year, Ben Simmons.
In addition, there are global superstars with universal appeal
and reach. LeBron James has demi-god status worldwide,
and his Cleveland Cavaliers are in the mix, while Steph Curry’s
Golden State Warriors are in with a good shot of defending
their Championship.
“The most popular side at this stage, is the Steph Curry led
Golden State Warriors, from the Houston Rockets, and the
Cavs,” confirms Munsie. “Simmons has been a revelation, to
the point he closed off as a $1.18 favourite to take Rookie of
the Year.”
The NBA Playoffs run Sunday 15 April to Sunday 29 April.
The best eight teams from the Eastern and Western
Conferences will do battle in a best of seven game series,
before the two Conference winners go head to head in the
NBA Finals in June.
ESPN is the place to go for coverage.
The Sportsyear Engine details start and broadcast information
for every NBA match and every other sport.

Text and images supplied by Patrick Galloway, co-founder
of Sportsyear. Sportsyear’s digital platform the Sportsyear
Engine helps venues get more out of live sport.
www.sportsyear.com.au
Ben Simmons
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ON A HIGHFIELD

Still collecting trophies for his celebrated
work at Kirrawee, Chris Feros has ushered
another newcomer to the Group, quietly
opening the multi-level Highfield in time
for Christmas at Caringbah. Clyde Mooney
spoke with Feros and the team behind the
Sydney south’s newest highlight.
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For years the Caringbah Business & Sports Club, known as
‘Bizzos’, occupied the robust three-storey building adjacent to
the suburb’s train station, until its closure in 2015 heralded a
changing era for the developing precinct, around 30 minutes
south of the Sydney CBD.
Southern hospitality royalty Chris Feros had ideas for a range
of complementary spaces across the levels, and at the end of
2015 unveiled plans for three venues, and a vision to bring a
taste of the city to the area.
The ambitious project began with Ugly Pizza on level one,
named in homage to pioneer of the south Tom Huxley,
whose oft mis-pronounced name spawned the moniker of
the nearby Tom Ugly Bridge. Ugly Pizza – while becoming
a successful business in itself – housed the ‘secret’ entrance
via an innocuous coolroom door of venue two, the sublime
American sports bar-styled Huxley’s.
As a proud local, Feros knew the area was crying out for a
venue that bridged the disconnect between the very-blokey
and somewhere for women and family. To this end came the
third and final stage of the project, occupying the upper two
levels – Highfield.

Stage Three
In the former chasms of the Bizzos Club, Highfield forms
another aspect of the Group’s business approach in the
precinct, its name the original name of Caringbah. Two
different yet cohesive offerings are spread over two levels,
under a new hotel licence.
Highfield is above Ugly Pizza (and Huxley’s), and due to the
topography of the block enjoys a separate entrance around
April 2018 PubTIC | 13
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the corner, on MacKay Street. The street entrance offers stairs
to level two, or passage into Public House.
Public House aims to be a punter’s paradise, celebrating pub
grub, cold beer and everything sport. Nearly 90 screens and
four massive high-definition video arrays adorn exposed
brick walls as the face of a cutting-edge audio-visual system,
including a custom solution allowing patrons to clearly hear
just what’s on the video array in front of them.
The area is also designed to accommodate another traditional
aspect of the Feros Group’s approach, live entertainment.
When the venue switches to ‘entertainment mode’ folding
screen walls are repositioned at the northern end to create an
acoustically isolated space and location for the stage.
Public House also includes the venue’s spacious and elegant
gaming room, with its own bar, separate entrance, and twostorey vertical void above, cut through the building, bringing
natural light and ventilation.
Entering off MacKay street and heading up the stairs to The
Botanical, guests are flanked by a mural of fauna by local artist
Jimmy Bligs. Atop the two flights, patrons enter an expansive
sanctuary beneath an industrial steel trussed roof, festooned
with hanging plants and raked skylights.
Again, much of the original brickwork remains visible,
punctuated with washed timber and an abundance of foliage.
The palette of greens and blues continues in the botanicthemed seating fabrics. Floor to ceiling windows at the
northern end give way to a landscaped all-weather terrace,
framing water views back to the city.
The Botanic bar along the east wall is beside the level’s own
open-plan kitchen, fronted by a curated meats display similar
to Feros’ The Prince, and championed by a Japanese Robata
grill at the head of an extensive bistro menu and tailored
offerings, different to Public House below.
An adjacent zone is decked with ‘family-style’ low bistro
seating and its own bar, and a smoking terrace. In all there are
four bar service points.
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Highfield is the result of three years’ planning and twelve
months’ construction, costing $12 million. Feros chose
hospitality specialist Humphrey & Edwards (H&E) to design
the ‘stacked’ Caringbah venues, Highfield their sixth together.
“This project provided a great opportunity to lift the bar, in a
suburban context, with regard to the evolution of the humble
pub through concept, design and detail,” offers H&E director,
Glenn Cunnington. “The Feros Group truly care about their
patrons, their venues and the experiences they can deliver.
They love a big idea and are not afraid to back themselves.”
On the tools for the H&E design was New England
Construction, tackling a mish-mash of prior modifications
to the building, including demolition refuse revealed during
the basement extension and unforeseen structural issues
marring progress.
The company cites early planning was critical to the
timely outcome, such as recreation of the ground floor to
accommodate aspects being retained, yet successfully install
the kitchen, which did not previously exist. New England
worked with engineers to adapt the design to the realities
and challenges of the refurbishment.
Construction also required replacement of the northern roof
of the building as the existing structure could not support the
mechanical and hydraulic plant to be housed upon it. Prior to
removal, the timber floor of level one had to be removed and
replaced with a concrete slab, and the new slab sealed and
waterproofed, to act as a roof for the levels below.
The replacement roof of The Botanical is formed by trusses,
craned in, and incorporates a retractable portion, covering or
16 | April 2018 PubTIC
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Botanical bar

revealing the balcony. The eastern and western walls are lined
with sound-dampening materials, and covered in lush lattice
gardens.
The large-scale build took place amid access complications
that included up to four neighbouring projects undertaking

works at the same time, requiring ongoing coordination with
Council.
While the original scope estimated up to two weeks’ trade
would be foregone at Ugly Pizza and Huxley’s, the major
project was completed ahead of time, and major works took
place without the venues closing at all.
“Highfield Hotel was challenging in every aspect – demolition,
staging of the works, materials selections and finishes,” reports
Stephen Geissler, GM of New England Constructions. “To
deliver this project before Christmas and five weeks ahead
of schedule was a team effort founded on strong planning
to execute works successfully without affecting ongoing
operations.”

Caringbah mecca
After a year of construction and a field of hurdles overcome,
Highfield opened just prior to Christmas 2017 to immediate
embrace by the people of Caringbah. After working months
without a break, joined by employee of nine years, Feros
April 2018 PubTIC | 17
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Short video on the rooftop construction at Highfield

Group operations manager Simon Johnson, Chris Feros took a
moment to discuss his latest gem.
“This is the good part of it, Clyde, after you build it, actually
getting in here and watching. It was awesome last night, it
was pumping. We’re flying,” beamed Feros.
Setting a new benchmark in proximity, with three stacked
venues, Feros has created a Caringbah mecca, offering
speakeasy intrigue to sprawling city views, addressing an
array of elements missing from the local landscape. Around
fifteen minutes’ drive from the Group’s multi- award-winning
greenfield pub The Prince, with its generous kids’ play area
and neighbourhood vibe, the crowning venue at Caringbah
speaks to a decidedly different market than the moody,
chesterfield atmosphere hidden behind Ugly Pizza.

“Families are
welcome through
the whole venue,
it’s still a pub.”
Getting to be something of an old hand at kick-starting a new
venue, Feros has applied the Group systems for back of house
and operations, made all the more critical launching a brand
new two-level food-focused pub just before silly season.

“Huxleys is well-established now. We’re out there, it’s good.
People still have the experience, when they first walk through
the coolroom door, and what we’re going to do – down the
bottom of these stairs, there’s a door that’s actually supposed
to be back of house. We’re going to put stairs down there, pull
the carpet off the floor, let people go through that door, make
it a bit of a hidden journey as well.”

“We brought the team from the Prince over here. I can’t
believe how well they’re running the venue. They’ve just got it
nailed. We haven’t skipped a beat since we opened.”

Sharing a catchment with the sprawling all-occasion, allwelcome Prince, Highfield strives to be a little more adultfocused, with no dedicated kids’ area.

Not having the luxury of The Prince’s big block on which to
plan the perfect operation from the ground up, infrastructure
had to be optimised and enhanced to facilitate Highfield.
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“We’ve got a lot of processes that we standardise across
the Group, particularly when it comes to kitchen and stock
operations and keg room and all that sort of stuff,” adds
Johnson.
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“We put a goods lift in,” Feros explains. “The way the building’s
shaped, the lift has to have five different stops, even though
it’s a three-storey building, with mezzanine levels and loading
docks.”

lot of young kids in, which is what we want. We don’t want to
compete for experiences. Same type of clientele, just different
experiences. We want people to come and eat and drink here,
in adult company.

Despite having two frontages and multiple levels, a bottleshop
did not make it into the design, with modern margins making
it not the best return on the space.

“The best way to describe it, I think, is as opposed to the
clientele we’re going for, is the experience we’re going for.”

“When we initially designed the Prince, the whole kids’ area
and that end of the venue was going to be a drive-through
bottleshop,” says Johnson. “We did the maths on it and
changed the model slightly, and we worked out that we could
get a much better financial gain out of that space by turning
it into part of the venue, and a big kids’ precinct and flexible
function space. The big guys out there now are making
margins so skinny. That kids area, it sets the tone for the
demographic we’re trying to attract in that place, particularly
for lunchtime and day-time.”

Build in a boom

“Here the experience on these two floors is vastly different to
the experience at the Prince,” says Feros. “Without a kids’ room
they have to sit up at the table. So we’re not really getting a

A decade after converting a Rockdale car yard into a thriving
pub, Feros and partners parted with their big-trading Rocksia
Hotel to the Gravanis brothers’ Oscars Group late 2017 for $36
million. The influx of capital is likely to find its way into further
innovation in the Sydney hotel sector.
“We’ve had a very successful partnership with Bob Richards
there. Bob’s a long-time family friend, and he’s at a stage of his
life where he wanted to get out, which we respect
“We put it on the market sort of not knowing how it would
go, but as you know mate, it basically sold in two days. So we

Botanical bar
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took the money. I’ve always said that I’d sell in a boom and
buy in a bust, you know.
“That’s why we’ve been doing greenfield sites. I don’t want to
buy pubs in this market – it’s too high. So we’re a seller more
than a buyer, at the moment.”
After divesting the Rocksia to the Gravanises, better suited
to capitalise on the strong opportunity for residential
development within the 4,200sqm block, Feros Group is now
doing diligence on accommodation and function spaces next
door to The Prince, on a 1200sqm site.
“We’re thinking more short-term accommodation, with a
kitchenette. Just 40 rooms, sort of thing. We think there’s
definitely a market for it, the area’s dramatically changing.”
There are also definitive plans for renovations at Taren Point
and Terrey Hills. But after massive recent successes, another
ground-up has not been ruled out.
“There are a couple of things we’ve got our eye on,” poses
Feros. “There’s one greenfield site we’re looking at, we want to
get our hands on. It’s exciting – if we can get it … it’s a fucking
cracker, actually.”
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NEWS
HEMMES SUING OVER
COOGEE PAVILION

with DJ deck and a part-time dance floor. The new menu,
created by Chu, is Asian with a Western twist, based in the
belief that Adelaide pub food needed a shake-up.
But in less than a week, despite a positive response in
patronage, a furore arose over the Hotel’s theming, and a
Change.org campaign begun to change the name, critics
suggesting it emanates from Stanley Kubrick’s Full Metal
Jacket, where a Vietnamese prostitute tells US soldiers “me
so horny … me love you long time”. The Ping Pong Club is
supposedly a reference to Thai strip shows.
Social media has seen comments suggesting ‘cultural
exploitation’ and ‘Asian fetishism’, while the Hotel’s own
Facebook page adds context with “great name, lol” [Pablo].

Almost three years after fighting eviction from Coogee
Pavilion for paying rent two days late, Justin Hemmes is suing
his lawyers over the deal that nearly made it possible.

Fahey states he has not seen the film and that the name is
meant to suggest patrons will ‘stay for a long time’. Whether
naïve coincidence or cunning publicity, the couple don’t plan
on changing the name.

Hemmes signed on to purchase the dilapidated multi-level
hotel (then called Coogee Palace) in March 2014, in a two-year
‘put and call’ of $5m deposit and $1.5m in annual rent, before
the balance of $32 million. The vendor was former Rothschild
CEO David Kingston.
Merivale swiftly spendt $12m renovating the ground level and
rooftop, reopening both the same year.
The rent for January 2015 fell due on a Saturday, and was
paid Monday, but a Notice of eviction was received for late
payment, and another for “unauthorised works”. Hemmes
immediately lodged a caveat, registering “equitable interest”
on his $17m, and stating Kingston was present at the relaunch,
and pleased with the work.
An “in-principle agreement” was reached, the sale would
continue, and Hemmes would not be evicted, but paid
Kingston’s legal costs of $600,000 and his own of $1.2 million
– both to law firm Lands Legal, which acted for both.
Hemmes is now pursuing Andrew Wennerbom, principle
of Lands Legal and his long-time solicitor, for professional
negligence. In response, Wennerbom told the SMH he denies
any negligence, offering Hemmes knew the rent had to be
paid on the correct date, and written consent should have
been obtained for the renovations.

MIXED LOVE FOR NEW
HOTEL LONGTIME
Restauranteurs that took over Adelaide’s fading Hampshire
Hotel hit the headlines over the branding of their Asian-fusion
pub, re-named Hotel Longtime, and its Ping Pong Club Room.
Alex Fahey and Vietnamese wife Tin Chu are behind the
successful Vietnamese Laundry street food diner. They took
on the dilapidated Hampshire in 2017, installing a bold new
concept featuring a front bar “gentleman’s club” called the Ping
Pong Club Room, a central dining space, and the back room,
22 | April 2018 PubTIC

YOUNG MAN DIES
FOLLOWING PUB FIGHT
HEAD INJURY
Police are investigating the suspicious death of a 21-year-old
man following his involvement in a fight in and outside a local
pub.
Sam Leschke was found dead at his Gold Coast residence on
17 March. He had been drinking the night before with friends
at the Wallaby Hotel, reportedly getting into an altercation
involving up to seven other men, which spilled into Rotary
Park next door, where witnesses say he was kicked to the
ground, and his head stomped on.
He is believed to have returned to the pub and continued
drinking, before walking home, and was found lifeless around
10am. His parents, Teena and Barry Lesche, were notified
whilst on vacation in Fiji.
Police established crime scenes at the house, Park and Hotel
looking for evidence. Investigators reviewed CCTV footage
and have issued a public appeal for further witnesses.

NEWS
WESFARMERS’ WOES
COULD BE AUS VENUE
CO BOON

ten VIP booths featuring touch-screen TVs, a video wall, and
two alfresco areas.

The battle of the supermarket pub groups took another
twist with Wesfarmers’ mooted plans to shed Coles from its
portfolio, as Aus Venue Co looks to step up the value of its
operations.

“TSG has been overwhelmed by the response to this EOI,” said
Sinclair “Crowdfunding is new to Australia and is an exciting
avenue for investors of all levels to own a piece of their local
sports bar and grill.”

Eleven years after buying and reviving the national
supermarket chain, Wesfarmers announced plans to divest
most or all of Coles, along with its 89 pubs and around 3,000
poker machines.

LAZARUS LAUNCHES
SHOAL BAY COUNTRY
CLUB ON THE BEACH

“We’re reluctant owners of that business, and it’s very rare
that we would acknowledge that,” said Wesfarmers’ new chief
executive Rob Scott of the pub businesses, which it inherited
with the purchase of Coles.
After years of double-digit growth, Coles has suffered in
the price war with Woolworths and increasing competition
in the domestic market. Recent half-year results showed a
14 per cent decline (to $790m), actually ahead of analyst’s
expectations.
The company has long murmured discontent with its
exposure to gaming machines, but stopping short of
attempting to run the pubs without EGMs, Scott telling Fairfax
that “for pubs to be economically viable in that market, poker
machines are a part of that offer”.
The conundrum centred on it wanting to continue the
profitable sale of takeaway liquor, but Queensland laws require
bottleshops to be associated with a pub. Most of the pub
portfolio is in Queensland.
Discussions are believed to be focusing on retaining or subleasing the bottleshop entitlements, while divesting the pubs,
leased to HPI, to former Dixon Group now Australian Venue
Company (AVC), majority backed by private equity behemoth
KKR.

AUSTRALIA’S FIRST
CROWD-FUNDED
PUB NOW OPEN
Sporting Globe Plenty Valley has opened,
following an “overwhelming” response
for Australia’s first crowd-funded pub.
New legislation passed late 2017 allowed
The Sporting Globe (TSG) to launch an
EOI campaign for a new venue at Mill
Park – TSG Plenty Valley – and parties
pledge from $50 to $10,000.
The concept drew extensive media coverage, CEO James
Sinclair suggesting it creates “intrinsic loyalty” and praising the
potential to help start-ups raise capital.
TSG hoped for $700,000, but the February close tallied $1.2
million.
They had begun construction on the new venue and on 22
March TSG Plenty Valley opened for kick-off to AFL 2018. The
sports-themed bar holds 400 pax, with 50+ high-def screens,

Plenty Valley, TSG’s tenth in Victorian, opened as a company
venue, but soon will come the ‘formal offer’ to will officially
present the opportunity to interested parties.

Andrew Lazarus unveiled the stunning
restoration of his sea-change pub, the
Shoal Bay Country Club, bought late
2016 from 30-year owners the McPhee
family. The historic 1950s pub forms
part of the Ramada Hotel apartments,
and boasts 120 metres of beachfront
retail.
The $6m renovation has reinstated many of its original
features, and offers a diverse menu of over 100 items to the
spectrum of patrons coming to the 732-pax dining spaces.
The café has been renamed Mermaids, and complements the
public bar, sports bar, cocktail bar, juice bar, late-night dessert
bar, courtyard, auditorium, ladies’ cane lounge, gaming room,
TAB, and kids’ play area.
Lazarus has now relocated, and is enamoured with both the
region and his latest creation.
“I love the Shoal Bay area. I’ve gone there for holidays, and
now bought a house too. I might be a bit biased, but I think I
have built Australia’s best pub.”

LAUNDY BREAKS
GROUND ON NEW PUB
CONSTRUCTION
Highlighting a career spanning five decades, in March Arthur
Laundy celebrated construction beginning on his Marsden
Park Hotel & Brewery with guests, stakeholders and supplier
representatives.
Over 5,900sqm the pub will include family dining and kids’
playground areas, public bars and lounges, and outdoor sports
and gaming areas. The upper level function space for 400 pax
will boast its own bar and kitchen.
There will also be a brewery producing up to 15,000 barrels
annually, with an atrium to view brewery operations and a
tasting bar.
“I wanted to build something where I could produce a beer
that would – for want of a better word – be a price-buster,”
disclosed Laundy. “This has been my dream for a very, very
long time. God willing, in 12 months’ time we’ll see that dream
come true. I thank you all very much for being here.”
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